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Abstract

Purpose: The purpose of the study was to explore the association 
between emotional intelligence, person-environment congruence and 
intrinsic job satisfaction in two professional groups, the first focusing 
on interpersonal relationships and the second, on data, things, and ideas.
Originality/value: The study presents the association between congruence, 
emotional intelligence and intrinsic satisfaction at work and tests the 
model in which congruence moderates the association between emo-
tional intelligence and intrinsic satisfaction in two professional groups. 
Design/methodology/approach: Survey-type study in which 486 workers 
participated in two groups of professionals using the realistic, investiga-
tive, artistic, social, enterprising and conventional (RIASEC) model. 
Participants responded to questionnaires of professional interest and 
occupational environments necessary to measure congruence, and, then, 
emotional intelligence and intrinsic satisfaction.
Findings: Positive associations were identified between emotional intel-
ligence, person-environment congruence, and intrinsic job satisfaction, 
with higher associations in the group with high interpersonal demands, 
highlighting the relevance of emotional skills in this professional seg-
ment. However, it was found that the congruence does not moderate the 
association between emotional intelligence and intrinsic satisfaction in 
either group, emphasizing that the person-environment fit and emo-
tional skills can contribute independently to explain worker satisfaction 
with the activities developed in the organization.

 Keywords: person-environment congruence, emotional intelligence, 
intrinsic job satisfaction, personality, emotional skills
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Resumo

Objetivo: O propósito do estudo foi explorar a associação entre inteli-
gência emocional, congruência pessoa-ambiente e satisfação intrínseca 
no trabalho em dois grupos profissionais: o primeiro com foco nas rela-
ções interpessoais e o segundo voltado para o manuseio de coisas, dados 
e ideias.
Originalidade/valor: O estudo apresenta a associação entre congruência, 
inteligência emocional e satisfação intrínseca no trabalho e testa o mode-
lo em que a congruência modera a associação entre inteligência emocio-
nal e satisfação intrínseca em dois grupos profissionais.
Design/metodologia/abordagem: Trata-se de estudo do tipo survey em 
que participaram 486 trabalhadores distribuídos em dois grupos de pro-
fissionais utilizando o modelo RIASEC. Os participantes responderam 
às medidas de interesse profissional e de ambientes ocupacionais neces-
sárias para a mensuração da congruência, e em seguida às medidas de 
inteligência emocional e de satisfação intrínseca.
Resultados: Foram identificadas associações positivas entre inteligência 
emocional, congruência pessoa-ambiente e satisfação intrínseca no tra-
balho, com associações mais altas no grupo com elevadas demandas 
interpessoais, destacando a relevância das habilidades emocionais nesse 
segmento profissional. Contudo, identificou-se que a congruência não 
modera a associação entre inteligência emocional e satisfação intrínseca 
em nenhum dos dois grupos, salientando que o ajuste pessoa-ambiente 
e as habilidades emocionais podem contribuir de maneira independente 
para explicar a satisfação do trabalhador com as atividades desenvolvi-
das na organização.

 Palavras-chave: congruência pessoa-ambiente, inteligência emocional, 
satisfação intrínseca no trabalho, personalidade, habilidades emocionais
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INTRODUCTION

Many authors define intrinsic job satisfaction as the set of emotional 
answers linked to the worker’s orientation and adaptation to job activities, 
which can influence organizational results (Davidescu et al., 2020; Dziuba 
et al., 2020; Hassan & Romle, 2015; Herzberg et al., 1959; Pritchard & 
Peters, 1974). Emotional intelligence (EI) has been associated with job satis-
faction in professional categories whose activities involve intense emotional 
and interpersonal demands (Daryanto, 2014; Mayer & Salovey, 1997). There 
is also empirical evidence on the relationship between person-environment 
fit and the ability to use and manage emotional skills and job satisfaction 
(Ai-Hamami et al., 2015; Ghoreishi et al., 2014; Hoff et al., 2020; Kassim  
et al., 2016).

For Brito and Magalhães (2018), congruence, defined as the fit between 
the worker’s occupational interests and work environment demands, is weakly 
or moderately associated with intrinsic job satisfaction. However, Tagoe and 
Quarshie (2017) found a more striking result: exercising tasks that are con-
gruent with professional interests and using emotions at work positively 
affect intrinsic job satisfaction and individuals’ permanence in the organiza-
tion (Ishitani, 2010; Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Tagoe & Quarshie, 2017).

These results, still inconclusive, open new possibilities for investigating 
the relationships between EI, congruence, and intrinsic satisfaction. One 
possibility suggested in this study was to analyze whether congruence and 
EI could predict intrinsic job satisfaction. If so, it would open the way for 
analyzing if congruence acts as a moderating variable, increasing the strength 
of the relationship between EI and intrinsic job satisfaction.

Another justification for new research relating the three constructs 
mentioned above is that some studies bring evidence of the positive effects 
of congruence and EI on job satisfaction, but they neither differentiate their 
intrinsic and extrinsic dimensions, nor examine variations in work environ-
ments with different demands (Farh et al., 2012; Pervaiz et al., 2019).

In environments of greater pressure and conflict in work teams, emo-
tional skills play a relevant role in coping with stressful situations and inter-
personal tensions (Ghoreishi et al., 2014). Thus, some authors assume that 
in environments with many interactions and group work, EI is relevant for 
understanding intrinsic job satisfaction (Dust et al., 2018; Farh et al., 2012). 
The advance of that understanding could occur by testing if congruence 
interacts with EI, increasing its positive effect on intrinsic job satisfaction, 
since these relationships shift from weak to moderate (Brito & Magalhães, 
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2018). In other words, the best environment-person fit (professional inter-
ests and work environment) could increase the effect of EI on intrinsic job 
satisfaction, and this effect would be stronger on those professional groups 
with higher emotional and interpersonal demands in their activities. This 
would justify testing a model in which congruence would be the moderating 
variable of these relationships.

The assumption is that the perception of fit in a workplace with more 
visible emotional and interpersonal demands would act as a support for 
identifying opportunities at work and possibilities of personal expression; 
hence, the most emotionally intelligent professionals would become more 
capable of performing their tasks, feeling more satisfied with what they do. 
This effect would not be so visible in work environments or professions of a 
more technical or operational nature, with little requirement for interaction 
among individuals to carry out their activities.

When considering the need to test differences between work environ-
ments focused on people (human interactions) and those with an opera-
tional and technical focus, we defined as the study’s objective to analyze the 
association between EI, congruence, and intrinsic job satisfaction, in these 
two kinds of workplaces. We developed four hypotheses to test prediction 
and moderation: 

• H1 tested if EI was positively associated with intrinsic satisfaction.
• H2 tested if congruence was positively associated with intrinsic satis-

faction.
• H3 sought evidence that groups with higher personal and interpersonal 

demands would have the highest scores in EI.
• H4 tested if congruence would act as a moderator of the relationship 

between EI and intrinsic satisfaction, thus increasing the effect on pro-
fessional groups that demand higher interaction among people. 

Afterward, we present additional arguments that support these 
hypotheses.

The results of this study may contribute to professional guiding and 
selection processes, helping young people and those in career transition 
with their choices. The findings may also support people management poli-
cies, with relevant information on their professional profile, occupational 
fit, emotional skills, and eventual impacts on the intrinsic dimension of job 
satisfaction.
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INTRINSIC JOB SATISFACTION AND EMOTIONAL 
INTELLIGENCE

In general, studies on intrinsic job satisfaction rest on the two-factor 
theory of motivation, by Herzberg et al. (1959), which differentiates intrinsic 
and extrinsic factors. Extrinsic factors are necessary to ensure satisfaction, 
but they do not motivate. Intrinsic factors, in turn, would be responsible for 
the motivation and satisfaction of the worker, as they relate to emotional 
responses and engagement in the exercise of professional activities.

Intrinsic satisfaction is a more stable dimension of the link with work, 
distinct from that type of satisfaction resulting from the material conditions 
of work, more connected to circumstantial factors, such as leadership, physi-
cal environment, and work tools (Rueda et al., 2012). Intrinsic satisfaction 
relies on an affective bond with what we do at work, activities that allow the 
expression of interests and personal traits.

The effects of intrinsic job satisfaction are important for the organiza-
tion, because, when pleased, the individual does the task effectively, keeps 
his performance stable, and seeks to improve it, taking on new challenges. 
However, when intrinsically dissatisfied, they will tend to produce less and 
inefficiently (Herzberg et al., 1959; Miao et al., 2016). In this perspective, 
being satisfied with the work means having individual needs met, by per-
forming a set of activities in a work environment that offers positive feed-
backs on their performance (Miao et al., 2016).

Some studies show that job satisfaction and EI, defined as the ability to 
recognize, assess, interpret, and regulate emotions, including the ability  
to understand emotional information and manage it, can facilitate thinking 
and promote well-being (Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Tudor, 2017). There is evi-
dence of consistent and positive relationships between EI and job satisfac-
tion, in both extrinsic and intrinsic dimensions (Ai-Hamami et al., 2015).

EI is a type of personal, social and emotional resource, which an indi-
vidual has or develops, in order to fit in and deal with interaction demands 
of the work environment. Workplaces with a higher social demand make 
this type of resource more necessary, and, if well used, satisfaction is a posi-
tive consequence (Goroshit & Hen, 2012; Mayer & Salovey, 1997; Tudor, 
2017). Therefore, it justifies testing if emotional intelligence is positively 
associated with intrinsic job satisfaction.

Empirical evidence has shown the importance of emotional intelligence 
for environments that require frequent interpersonal relationships, such as 
in the areas of health and education (Ghoreishi et al., 2014). Tudor’s study 
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(2017) with university professors and students showed that the higher their 
EI, the higher the indexes of intrinsic satisfaction with the job (for profes-
sors) and with the learning environment (for students). According to the 
author, emotionally intelligent people are able to use their emotional skills 
to change how to process information, improving their assessment and ena-
bling decision-making consistent with their needs. Tagoe and Quarshie 
(2017) also observed similar results.

Kassim et al. (2016) carried out a study with lecturers, concluding that 
EI is positively associated with intrinsic job satisfaction and engagement. 
Farh et al. (2012) showed that EI favors teamwork performance when inter-
personal interaction demands are high. In these cases, EI helps to solve 
problems and improve performance, which suggests that work environ-
ments with a high demand for interpersonal interaction also require a high 
capacity of emotional management (Kumar, 2018). This justifies the hypothe-
sis that EI would be more strongly associated with professional groups with 
higher emotional and interpersonal demands.

INTRINSIC JOB SATISFACTION AND CONGRUENCE  
IN THE RIASEC MODEL

Holland’s (1997) theory of vocational personalities and work environments is 
useful to characterize people at workplaces, through six types of workers and 
work environments realistic, investigative, artistic, social, entrepreneur,  
and conventional (RIASEC). The RIASEC theoretical model rests on the 
assumption that the choice of an occupation is an expression of individual 
personality; therefore, people prefer work environments whose activities 
align with their individual interests. Satisfaction, stability, and work achieve-
ment depend on the congruence (fit) between the individual’s personality 
(interests) and the work environment. The six groups of occupational environ-
ments and interests described in the RIASEC model have adjacent and dis-
tant areas, delimiting similarities and differences between them (see Figure 1) 
(Nye & Rounds, 2019; Woods et al., 2020). We briefly describe the six types 
of person/environment below:

The realistic type of worker (R) prefers explicit, arranged and systematic 
handling of things, tools, machines, and/or animals. Their behavioral trends 
lead them to achieve sensorial, motor and mechanical skills. Investigative 
workers (I) are interested in activities of data observation, research, and 
analysis, related to physical, biological, and cultural phenomena. The goal is 
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to understand and control these phenomena. Artistic workers (A) prefer 
ambiguous and non-systematic activities, with a high degree of autonomy. 
These activities regard the manipulation of physical and verbal materials 
involving drawing, writing, and music, in order to create forms of expres-
sion and new products. Workers of the social type (S) prefer activities relat-
ed to interpersonal management, teamwork, training and development, 
management of people, health, and education. Entrepreneur workers (E) 
prefer activities that involve negotiating with others to achieve individual or 
collective goals. They have interests in economic areas and a tendency to 
professions that involve leadership, management, persuasion, and formation 
of work teams. Finally, the conventional workers (C) prefer activities that 
involve the systematic use of data and orderly procedures. Their preferences 
lead them to professions that involve finance, economics, administrative 
routines, trade, and data analysis.

According to Holland (1997), the fit between individual interests and the 
work environment’s demands has a positive impact on organizational results, 
such as job satisfaction, performance, commitment, and career endurance. 
Holland (1997) called this fit person-environment congruence (henceforth, 
congruence). Congruence is the result of the worker’s preferences and deci-
sions to carry out activities of their interest in a work environment that, at 
the same time, values and rewards these activities. These preferences would 
arise from personal attributes, socialization environments, and the indi-
vidual’s life story, with successes and failures that become stable over time, 
resulting in the search for environments whose demands their repertoire 
can meet.

When workers are in a promising environment for developing their 
potential, meaning that there is congruence, their intrinsic job satisfaction 
increases, as they feel more fulfilled with the activities they do (Hoff et al., 
2020). Thus, workers whose interests are compatible with the environ-
ment’s demands are more adapted and likely to remain at work, feel more 
satisfied, and exhibit pro-social behaviors (Holland, 1997; Ishitani, 2010). 
Congruence suggests a fit between professional’s preferences, as they use 
their resources to achieve the best result, and the workplace, which is sus-
ceptible to more general, contextual and social changes (change of leader-
ship, lack of support, organizational climate etc.).

Stating that the person-work relationship is congruent means that the 
conditions for the development of activities at the workplace in that period 
are favorable to that person. The professional will actively seek to negotiate 
with the environment means of keeping this favorable condition, and the 
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intrinsic satisfaction is an indicator of this negotiation’s success (Ishitani, 
2010; Nye & Rounds, 2019). Based on these arguments, we defend the 
hypothesis that congruence can positively contribute to increasing intrinsic 
job satisfaction indicators.

METHOD

Study participants

The non-random sample included 486 individuals from different profes-
sional segments. We collected data from a public higher education institu-
tion, with undergraduate and graduate students from professional or stricto 
sensu programs, professors, and technicians from different areas. Partici-
pants could access the link to complete the electronic questionnaire after 
agreeing with the Informed Consent Form (ICF). We only considered data 
from students who had been employed for at least one year. This criterion 
was defined based on the assumption that the intrinsic factors associated 
with work just depend on the satisfaction achieved from doing the activity, 
without a direct relationship with other criteria (Locke & Schattke, 2019). 
Of the total number of participants, 48.8% (n = 237) were men and 51.2% 
(n = 249), women. The ages ranged from 18 to 68 years old (M = 32.4;  
Md = 30.0; Mo = 28.0; SD = 7.9). As for the educational level, 45.3% had 
a postgraduate degree, 42.2% had a higher education degree, and 12.6%  
had incomplete higher education. The working time mean was 5.3 years 
(minimum = 1.0; maximum = 40.0; Md = 3.0; Mo = 2.0; SD = 6.0).

Research instruments

In the current study, the following instruments were used:

• Vocational Interests Scales – VIS (Teixeira et al., 2008): Developed according 
to the RIASEC model (Holland, 1997), the version that we used had six 
dimensions, each corresponding to a vocational profile, and 48 items, 
eight for each of the dimensions. The items were descriptions of activi-
ties that participants should evaluate, according to how attractive they 
found them, regardless of their skills. The sum of the scores for each 
dimension indicated the types of predominant interests of workers. The 
internal consistency indexes (Cronbach’s alpha) of the dimensions 
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attained in this study were R (.64), I (.77), A (.81), S (.82), E (.68),  
and C (.74). The principal axis factoring (PAF) using oblimin rotation 
showed the adequacy of the scale items to the six-factor model, explaining 
49.20% of the total variance.

• Occupational Classification Inventory – OCI: Version developed and vali-
dated by Brito and Magalhães (2017), based on the original inventory 
OCI. The original OCI has 48 items, distributed through the six RIASEC 
dimensions, with eight items per dimension. As informed in the origi-
nal study, internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) achieved for each of 
the scales was R (.85), I (.88), A (.79), S (.86), E (.80), and C (.79). The 
six factors explained 47% of the total variance.

• Intrinsic Satisfaction: Developed and validated by Brito and Magalhães 
(2018). The version used is unidimensional and has ten items, which 
regard satisfaction with aspects of the task or work. Answers were given 
on a Likert scale from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree). The 
sum of the scores indicates how much the individual is satisfied with 
the activities they do at work. We conducted a PAF of the scale to test 
its unidimensionality, and the single factor solution explained 52.87% 
of the total variance, with an internal consistency index (Cronbach’s 
alpha) of 0.90.

• Profile of Emotional Competence (PEC) scale: The instrument was adapted 
and validated by Gondim et al. (s.d.) from a study by Brasseur et al. 
(2013), who developed the scale based on Mayer and Salovey’s (1997) 
EI model. With 35 items distributed into four dimensions: intrapersonal 
functional (seven items), intrapersonal dysfunctional (ten), interper-
sonal functional (nine), and interpersonal dysfunctional (nine). The 
scale assesses adaptability (functionality) and inadequacy (dysfunc-
tionality) in managing emotions, under intrapersonal and interpersonal 
focuses.

There were some limitations in using this measure. Data indicated that 
the participants did not distinguish intrapersonal from interpersonal strate-
gies and only evaluated the functional or dysfunctional use of their emo-
tions. This led to the exclusion of six items. We divided the remaining 29 
into two dimensions (functional, 15 items; and dysfunctional, 14 items). 
The PAF with Varimax rotation (to better demarcate functional or dysfunc-
tional dimensions) showed a two-factor solution, explaining 28.40% of the 
total variance. The internal consistency indexes for the two dimensions were 
0.82 (functional) and 0.80 (dysfunctional). Although the factor solution 
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found in the Brazilian sample was different from the instrument developed 
by Brasseur et al. (2013), our solution has psychometric properties that 
enable the creation of the variable “functional emotional intelligence” for 
testing the prediction and moderation model. Functional emotional intelli-
gence is an indicator of how frequent the worker uses strategies to deal with 
emotions in an adaptive way.

Data analysis procedure 

Database inspection and analysis of assumptions 

Initially, the sample had 565 participants. After inspection and identifi-
cation of missing cases, we excluded 25. Then, we detected univariate outliers 
by analyzing the boxplot and z-scores and excluded 40 cases that presented 
more than three extreme answers. We also disregarded 14 multivariate out-
liers, detected by calculating the Mahalanobis distance. In total, 486 valid 
cases remained. The exclusion of outliers followed experts’ recommenda-
tions (Judd et al., 2009) to ensure non-violation of the assumption of nor-
mal distribution of residuals.

We explored the database by using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Shapiro-
Wilk tests to check the assumptions of normality whose significance in both 
tests was less than p < 0.05, thus indicating no violation of that assump-
tion. Levene’s test, to assess the homogeneity of constructs’ variances, 
showed a significant result (p < .001), indicating that variances are not 
homogeneous. For these cases, Pino (2014) recommends some procedures: 
1. use of robust methods, that is, estimators that are not sensitive to detach-
ments from normality; 2. non-parametric methods that do not have normality 
assumptions; and 3. the transformation of variables, in which the use of 
logarithms is pretty common.

For this study, we used non-parametric estimators, namely Spearman’s 
correlation to investigate the association between variables, the Mann-
Whitney test to compare independent groups, and the quantile regression – 
non-parametric statistics that use the median instead of the mean and is 
robust for handling outliers. Statistics allow exploring the underlying rela-
tionship between the response variable and the covariables in a more flexible 
way, without meeting all the assumptions required by parametric linear 
regression (Huang et al., 2017).

For assessing EI, we only considered the PEC’s functional dimension, 
which corresponds to the use of emotions in a functional (adaptive) way, at 
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the intrapersonal (personal emotional management) and interpersonal 
(emotional management of the other) levels. This means that the person 
can identify, recognize and regulate their emotions and assist other people’s 
emotional processes.

Basis for calculating the congruence score

To assess congruence, it is necessary to analyze the two measures based 
on the RIASEC model. VIS, measures of vocational interests, specify the pre-
dominant interests of professionals, from the six dimensions of the RIASEC 
model, while OCI, measure of occupational environments, evaluates the occu-
pational activities most performed by professionals, classified according to 
the RIASEC model. We verified how similar their interests are to the activi-
ties performed in the work environment to find out if there is congruence. 
To achieve this score, we did some procedures in three stages, described in 
Figure 1:

Figure 1

Realistic type: identical, adjacent, alternate, and opposite pairs

R/R = Identical

R/S = Opposite

R/I = Adjacent

R/A = Alternate

R I

C

E S

A

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

Example of Holland’s (1997) hexagonal model.

Using Figure 1 as a reference of the RIASEC model, in the first stage, 
the three highest scores for professional interests and for the occupational 
environment were converted into the respective letters of each dimension of 
the RIASEC model. Then, a sequence with RIA as interests indicates that 
activities classified as realistic are the individual’s predominant interest, 
while IA (investigative, artistic) are secondary interests. The same RIA 
sequence for occupational environment indicates that activities classified as 
realistic are the most frequently done at work, while the IA sequence repre-
sents activities associated with the first, but less often performed.
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In the second stage, we created three new numerical variables resulting 
from the paired comparison between the hierarchies of interests and envi-
ronments achieved in the previous stage. When the pair has the same letter 
for interest and environment (identical pairs), the assigned value is 3, rep-
resenting the strongest fit. When interest and environment are different, 
but close (interest R and environment I or C), the congruence value is 2 
(adjacent pairs). When interest and environment are different and more dis-
tant (alternate pairs), the assigned congruence value is 1 (interest R and 
environment E or A). Finally, when interest and environment are opposites 
(opposite pairs), they are theoretically incongruent; therefore, the assigned 
value is 0 (interest R and environment S). Figure 1 shows the identical, 
adjacent, alternate and opposite pairs of the realistic type in the RIASEC 
model. The same principle was applied to the other types.

In the third stage, we used an algorithm to get the overall congruence 
score of the participant, using the three numerical variables created in the 
previous stage. In this study, we used the C-index, one of the most used 
algorithms for calculating congruence (Brito & Magalhães, 2017). The algo-
rithm has the formula C = 3 (x1) + 2 (x2) + 1 (x3), in which “C” stands for 
congruence and “x” represents the congruence value of each respective 
interest/environment pair (values achieved in the previous step). The C-index 
produces a score ranging from 0 (minimum congruence) to 18 points (maxi-
mum congruence).

Creation of the groups People and things

We divided the sample into two groups, according to the type of work 
and following the RIASEC typology (Prediger & Swaney, 2004). The first 
group, named People, comprised participants who constantly deal with peo-
ple at the workplace, as in the areas of health, education, and sales (social, 
entrepreneur, artistic); the second group was named Things and comprised 
those workers who deal mostly with machines, animals, things, theories and 
abstract models, reports, and data (realistic, investigative, conventional) 
(Prediger & Swaney, 2004).

Association between measures 

We conducted Spearman’s correlation analyses between congruence, 
intrinsic satisfaction, and EI. As criteria for interpreting the coefficients’ 
magnitude, we adopted those recommended by Dancey and Reidy (2005):  
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r = .10 to .30 (weak); r = .40 to .60 (moderate); and r = .70 to 1 (strong). 
Then, we carried out the Mann-Whitney test to compare the results of the 
People and Things groups, regarding the study variables.

The last analysis procedure was the regression test, to check both the 
prediction of the variables congruence and EI on the dependent variable 
intrinsic satisfaction, as well as congruence’s moderation in the two groups, 
People and Things, on the relationships between EI and intrinsic job satis-
faction. To do this, we used the Stata software.

RESULTS

Table 1 presents the general descriptive data and Spearman’s correlation 
coefficients between intrinsic satisfaction, emotional intelligence, and con-
gruence, of the total group of participating workers. Intrinsic job satisfaction 
has moderate associations with emotional intelligence (r = 0.49; p < 0.001), 
and weak associations with congruence (r = 0.25; p < 0.001). Emotional 
intelligence has weak associations with congruence (r = 0.09; p = 0.039).

Table 1

Descriptive statistics and Spearman’s correlation coefficients between 
intrinsic satisfaction, emotional intelligence, and congruence (N = 486)

Variables Md (IQR) 1 2 3

1. Intrinsic satisfaction  3.69 (0.80) 1

2. Emotional intelligence  3.53 (0.74) .49** 1

3. Congruence 12.00 (6.00) .25** .09* 1

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

* p < .05; **p < .01; MD = median; IQR = interquartile range.

Table 2 shows the comparison of the study variables in the two profes-
sional groups, People and Things. The Mann-Whitney test indicates that 
workers in the People group had scores with significant differences for 
intrinsic satisfaction, U = 16.080, p < .001; EI, U = 19.984, p < 0.001; and 
congruence, U = 19.614, p < .001, compared to the participants of the 
Things group.

To estimate the effect’s size, we used the common-language effect size 
statistic (TDE-LC) (Espírito-Santo & Daniel, 2015). The size found shows a 
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greater impact on the People group, compared to the Things group. This is 
valid for all variables: intrinsic satisfaction (TDE-LC = 0.31), EI (TDE-LC = 
0.39), and congruence (TDE-LC = 0.38). Thus, when compared to the 
Things group, the probability of professionals in the People group getting 
higher scores is 31% (IS), 39% (EI), and 38% (C).

Table 2
Mann-Whitney’s rank difference test between the groups People  
and Things

Variables

People Things

(n = 330) (n = 156)

Md(IQR) Ranks Md(IQR) Ranks U p TDE-LC

1. Intrinsic satisfaction 3.80 (0.72) 262.06 3.40 (1.10) 204.23 16080 < .001 0.31

2. Emotional intelligence 3.67 (0.60) 272.77 3.27 (0.85) 181.58 19984 < .001 0.39

3. Congruence 12.00 (6.0) 260.94 11.00 (6.0) 206.61 19614 < .001 0.38

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

Md = median; IQR = interquartile range; U = Mann-Whitney.

Table 3 shows the results of Spearman’s correlations for each profes-
sional group. In the People group, intrinsic satisfaction has moderate asso-
ciations with EI (r = .46; p < .001) and weak associations with congruence 
(r = .23; p < .001). Still in this group, EI has weak and positive associations 
with congruence (r = .12; p = .029). In the Things group, intrinsic satis-
faction shows moderate associations with EI (r = .39; p < .001) and con-
gruence (r = .19; p = .014). EI was not associated with congruence (r = 
-.14; p = .085).

Tables 4 and 5 show the results of the quantile (median) regression 
analyses of EI and congruence, which we conducted to test their prediction on 
intrinsic job satisfaction. We also included the effect of interaction between 
congruence and EI on intrinsic job satisfaction. Tests were carried out in the 
two groups separately. We tested data for the 0.50 quantile (median) as an 
alternative to using the means.
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Table 3
Descriptive statistics and Spearman’s correlation coefficients of intrinsic 
satisfaction, emotional intelligence, and congruence for the groups  
People and Things

Variables

People Things

(n = 330) (n = 156)

Md(IQR) 1 2 3 Md(IQR) 1 2 3

1. Intrinsic satisfaction 3.80 (0.72) 1 3.40 (1.10) 1

2. Emotional intelligence 3.67 (0.60) 0.46** 1 3.27 (0.85) 0.39** 1

3. Congruence 12.00 (6.0) 0.23** .12* 1 11.00 (6.0) 0.19** -0.14 1

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

* p < .05; **p < .01; Md = median; IQR = interquartile range.

Table 4
Estimates of quantile regression (Q50) for the People group (n = 330)

Variables
Estimates

Coeff. SD error t 95% CI p

Congruence 0.02 0.01 3.11 0.01-0.04 0.002

Emotional intelligence 0.78 0.06 12.09 0.65-0.91 < 0.001

Interaction: C versus EI -0.03 0.02 -1.91 -0.08-0.01 0.057

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

Coeff. = regression coefficient; CI 95%: 95% confidence interval.

In the People group (Table 4), congruence (0.02; p < .001) and EI are 
associated with intrinsic satisfaction (0.78; p < .001), but there is no inter-
action effect between congruence and EI (-0.03; p = .057). In the Things 
group (Table 5), congruence (0.03; p = 0.04) and EI are associated with 
intrinsic satisfaction (0.75; p <.001), also without a moderating effect 
(-0.04; p = .152).
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Table 5
Estimates of quantile regression (Q50) for the Things group (n = 156)

Variables
Estimates

Coeff. SD error t 95% CI p

Congruence 0.03 0.01 2.07 0.00-0.07 .041

Emotional intelligence 0.75 0.11 7.11 0.54-0.96 <.001

Interaction: C versus EI -0.04 0.03 -1.44 -0.10-0.01 .152

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

Coeff = regression coefficient; CI 95%: 95% confidence interval.

DISCUSSION

The results of the general sample are the first element to consider, without 
separating the groups. Evidence suggests that highly emotionally intelligent 
people have a moderate chance of being equally satisfied with the profes-
sional activities they do at their workplace. This finding is in line with studies 
that mention the importance of emotional skills in job performance (Kassim 
et al., 2016).

EI refers to a stable personal characteristic concerning the way individuals 
deal with their emotional processes in daily life. People with higher EI scores 
are more able to handle stressful and conflicting situations that involve 
other people, by recognizing and regulating their emotions and using their 
knowledge to activate and regulate others’ processes, with more chances to 
achieve intrinsic job satisfaction (Ai-Hamami et al., 2015; Suleman et al., 
2020; Daryanto, 2014; Ghoreishi et al., 2014; Tudor, 2017).

The second aspect refers to the role of congruence. In our study, this 
variable was positively associated with intrinsic job satisfaction, but with 
low intensity. Low correlations between congruence and extrinsic and intrin-
sic job satisfaction are already present in the literature (Brito & Magalhães, 
2018; Daryanto, 2014). This result suggests that we cannot affirm that a 
congruent worker has more chances of being pleased with his job than an 
incongruous worker. We must be careful in defending that congruence is 
relevant for job satisfaction, since other variables may interfere. Pritchard 
and Peters (1974) observed that the belief in duty related to work could 
predict the intrinsic dimension of satisfaction, while Randolph (2005) 
showed that the alignment with personal values and the possibility of per-
sonal growth are predictors of intrinsic satisfaction.
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The third element to highlight regards the differences in associating EI 
and intrinsic job satisfaction in both groups. The initial hypothesis was that 
in the People group these relationships would be stronger. However, despite 
differences that favor the People group, the figures are small. Thus, the 
results of this study do not follow others on the stronger relationship 
between these variables (Ai-Hamami et al., 2015; Khan et al., 2016). For 
Ghoreishi et al. (2014) and Tudor (2017), in situations of higher interper-
sonal demand, professionals more emotionally intelligent tend to express 
greater satisfaction with their work. Yet, what the results of our study seem 
to indicate is that, even in environments where operational and technical 
demands prevail, as is the case of the Things group, emotional skills also 
turn into useful resources to handle requirements of the workplace, resulting 
in effects on intrinsic satisfaction similar to those found in the People group.

The fourth aspect that deserves discussion refers to the non-confirma-
tion of congruence as a moderator in the relationship between the variables 
EI and intrinsic job satisfaction. Two results pointed in this direction. The 
first stems from the weak correlations between EI and congruence in both 
groups. In the Things group, the association was not significant, showing 
that congruence does not help to explain the effects of EI on intrinsic job 
satisfaction in those operational and technical working groups, with few 
interaction demands.

The second result that led to the non-confirmation of congruence as a 
moderator stems from the regression analysis. Although the congruence coef-
ficient was significant, indicating that the addition of this variable changes 
the value of the intrinsic satisfaction prediction equation, congruence’s con-
tribution is negligible, since this variable can assume values between 0 and 
18 points, through the C-Index algorithm (Brito & Magalhães, 2018). There-
fore, it is unlikely that in other quartiles this relationship would differ from 
the observed result. Contrary to the hypothesis, we could easily remove 
congruence from the equation in an alternative model, without changing the 
values of intrinsic job satisfaction.

When considering the current results and those by Brito e Magalhães 
(2018), who investigated the problem of low association of congruence with 
intrinsic satisfaction by using several algorithms, and by Daryanto (2014), 
who identified a similar problem in his study, we need to ask if Holland’s 
(1997) congruence would, in fact, be a predictor of intrinsic job satisfaction. 
Despite the logical aspect and previous evidence presented by the author, 
most recent results seem to point in another direction. New studies are 
important to test this hypothesis.
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Table 6 presents a summary of the results of the hypotheses tests, high-
lighting the evidence found.

Table 6

Hypotheses and results found

Hypothesis Description Results Situation

H1

Emotional intelligence is positively 
associated with intrinsic job 
satisfaction.

Positive and significant 
associations for both People and 
Things groups. The scores of the 
People group were a little bit 
higher.

Confirmed

H2

Congruence is positively 
associated with intrinsic job 
satisfaction.

Positive and significant 
associations, although weak for 
both groups (People and Things), 
between congruence and intrinsic 
satisfaction.

Partially 
confirmed

H3

Groups with higher emotional and 
interpersonal demands show 
higher scores in emotional 
intelligence.

Workers in the People group got 
higher scores in emotional 
intelligence compared to the 
Things group.

Confirmed

H4

Congruence moderates the 
association between emotional 
intelligence and intrinsic job 
satisfaction in professional groups 
with higher emotional demands.

Congruence did not moderate the 
interaction between emotional 
intelligence and intrinsic 
satisfaction in the two groups.

Refuted

Source: Elaborated by the authors.

CONCLUSION

There is an association between emotional skills and intrinsic job satisfac-
tion. Knowing how to handle emotions contributes to increasing the feelings 
favorable to task execution, regardless of the types of work environments. 
Thus, the person-environment fit, that is, the convergence between interests 
and distinct occupational environments (both groups) was not important to 
strengthen or weaken the relationships between EI and intrinsic job satis-
faction. From the standpoint of management practice, we conclude that 
recruiting more emotionally skilled people or investing in emotional skills’ 
training for newly hired workers may enhance the ability to contribute to a 
harmonious work environment, after noticing their work as more satisfactory.
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Therefore, and considering our results, it is promising to investigate the 
effect of emotional skills on the quality of group interactions and the forma-
tion of intra-organizational social networks. Abilities to deal with co-workers 
involving emotional aspects can not only affect intrinsic satisfaction, but 
also improve interaction within and outside work groups. 

Another relevant conclusion is that congruence did not act as a moder-
ating variable in the relationship between EI and intrinsic job satisfaction. 
Probably, other variables would be more important to affect this relationship, 
but were not captured in this study. This also signals that the emotional 
climate and the support offered to workers at the workplace can facilitate 
their adaptation to these work environments, even if they are not congruent 
with their occupational interests. Studies on material and social supports, the 
quality of group relationships, and the psychological climate are promising 
relevant elements to explore in the future.

LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH

We emphasize the need for additional studies to verify whether the 
observed results would be the same in new samples. The numerical imbalance 
between People and Things groups is a limitation to overcome. The RIASEC 
model can be used to classify professionals in groups, based on their profile 
of interests and activities performed at the workplace. Therefore, it offers 
potential theoretical and practical contributions to professionals interested 
in the topic of person-environment fit. However, we recommend, based on 
the present study, that person-environment fit (congruence) be investigated 
together with other constructs, in order to expand RIASEC model’s applica-
bility and support decisions in the field of people management.

The behavior of the EI measure used in this study disclosed some fra-
gilities, which calls for improvements to better operationalize the concept 
regarding its dimensions (emotional awareness, emotional understanding, 
emotional use, emotional regulation). To circumvent such weaknesses and 
allow us to test the model in this study, we created the EI variable only with 
items related to the use of adaptive or functional strategies to deal with emo-
tions. Important dimensions of EI may have been underrepresented in the 
two models, of prediction and moderation.

The cross-sectional design relied on Spearman’s correlation calcula- 
  tion and was insufficient to infer the predictive power of EI and the role of 
congruence in explaining intrinsic satisfaction. Future studies may find 
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alternatives to overcome these limitations and advance in the understanding 
of the relationships between these constructs.
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